
 

 

CRITERIA 4.4.2 

The infrastructure of the college is equipped with buildings, classrooms, laboratories, computer 

centre, library and play ground. The utilisation, maintenance and development of these 

infrastructural facilities are governed by the supervision of assigned committees in the college 

level.  

The College has 35 classrooms. Each classroom has sufficient number of benches, desks, chairs 

and tables and is provided with teaching aids such as green boards and lecture platforms. The 

management and PTA provide fund for the annual maintenance of classroom furniture and 

electrification.  

College functions with seven well equipped laboratories. Normal functioning of laboratories 

are assisted with the corresponding teacher in charge and lab assistants. All operational 

precautions are strictly followed for handling chemicals, equipment’s and instruments in the 

laboratory. It is strictly instructed to keep an updated stock register. At the end of every 

academic year stock verification and inspection is carried out by each departments and old 

outdated equipment are discarded by standard procedures.  

College has a well-functioning library partially automated with library software Grandha 2.5. 

Utilisation and maintenance of library is mainly under the control of librarian and library 

committee. College library has a collection of books, journals and periodicals in various 

subjects. In addition to it college library has e – Resources like CD’s. Revision of booklist 

based on requirement as per curriculum changes is done every year. The financial support for 

infrastructure maintenance and modification is usually provided by management and PTA. 

College has a very active physical education department equipped with sports accessories, 

gymnasium, ground and courts in the campus. The supervision and maintenance of which is 

done by physical education instructor. Purchase of accessories and ground level maintenance 

is done annually. Updated stock register is mandatory in the department to the safe keeping of 

accessories.  

 

College has a regular water supply, and water purifiers and coolers have been installed at 

various places in the college. As electrification support, college uses number of generators and 

UPS facility. Cleaning and beautification of college and common facilities like seminar halls, 

auditorium, playgrounds, toilets etc are done by staff appointed for the same. 

 

Management, PTA and alumnae are the major monetary contributors for enhancing and 

expanding the available facilities in the campus. 


